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Abstract
Model checking has been widely successful in validating and
debugging designs in the hardware and protocol domains.
However, state-space explosion limits the applicability of
model checking tools, so model checkers typically operate
on abstractions of systems.
Recently, there has been signi cant interest in applying
model checking to software. For in nite-state systems like
software, abstraction is even more critical. Techniques for
abstracting software are a prerequisite to making software
model checking a reality.
We present the rst algorithm to automatically construct
a predicate abstraction of programs written in an industrial
programming language such as C, and its implementation in
a tool | C2bp. The C2bp tool is part of the SLAM toolkit,
which uses a combination of predicate abstraction, model
checking, symbolic reasoning, and iterative re nement to
statically check temporal safety properties of programs.
Predicate abstraction of software has many applications,
including detecting program errors, synthesizing program
invariants, and improving the precision of program analyses through predicate sensitivity. We discuss our experience
applying the C2bp predicate abstraction tool to a variety
of problems, ranging from checking that list-manipulating
code preserves heap invariants to nding errors in Windows
NT device drivers.

1 Introduction
In the hardware and protocol domains, model checking has
been used to validate and debug systems by algorithmic exploration of their state spaces. State-space explosion is a
major limitation, and typically model checkers explore the
state space of an abstracted system. For software, which
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is typically in nite-state, abstraction is even more critical.
Any e ort to model check software must rst construct an
abstract model of the software.
A promising approach to construct abstractions automatically, called predicate abstraction, was rst proposed by
Graf and Sadi [19]. With predicate abstraction, the concrete states of a system are mapped to abstract states according to their evaluation under a nite set of predicates.
Automatic predicate abstraction algorithms have been designed and implemented before for nite-state systems and
for in nite-state systems speci ed as guarded commands.
However, no one has demonstrated automatic predicate abstraction on a programming language such as C.
We present a tool called C2bp that performs automatic
predicate abstraction of C programs. Given a C program
P and a set E of predicates (pure C boolean expressions
containing no function calls), C2bp automatically creates a
boolean program BP (P; E ), which is an abstraction of P . A
boolean program is essentially a C program in which the only
type available is boolean (the boolean program language has
some additional constructs that will be presented later). The
boolean program has the same control- ow structure as P
but contains only jE j boolean variables, each representing a
predicate in E . For example, if the predicate (x < y ) is in
E , where x and y are integer variables in P , then there is
a boolean variable in BP (P; E ) whose truth at a program
point p implies that (x < y ) is true at p in P . For each
statement s of P , C2bp automatically constructs the corresponding boolean transfer functions that conservatively
represent the e ect of s on the predicates in E . The resulting boolean program can be analyzed precisely using a
tool called Bebop [5] that performs interprocedural data ow
analysis [31, 28] using binary decision diagrams.
We present the details of the C2bp algorithm, as well
as results from applying C2bp to a variety of problems and
programs:
 We have applied C2bp and Bebop to pointermanipulating programs to identify invariants involving
pointers. In one example, these invariants lead to more
precise aliasing information than is possible with a owsensitive alias analysis. In another example, we show
that list-manipulating code preserves various structural
properties of the heap, as has been done with shape
analysis [30]. This is noteworthy because our predicate

language is a quanti er-free logic, rather than the more
powerful logic of [30].
 We have applied C2bp and Bebop to examples from
Necula's work on proof-carrying code [26] to automatically identify loop invariants in these examples that the
PCC compiler was required to generate.
 We have used C2bp in the SLAM toolkit to check temporal safety properties of Windows NT device drivers.
The SLAM toolkit uses C2bp and Bebop to statically
determine whether or not an assertion violation can
take place in C code. A unique part of the toolkit is its
use of a demand-driven iterative process to automatically nd predicates that are relevant to the particular
assertion under examination. When the current set of
predicates and the boolean program abstraction that
it induces are insuÆcient to show that an assertion
does/doesn't fail, new predicates are found to re ne
the abstraction. Although the SLAM process may not
converge in theory, due to the undecidability of the assertion violation problem, it has converged on all NT
device drivers we have analyzed (even though they contain loops).
For a detailed proof of soundness of the abstraction algorithm presented in this paper, the interested reader is referred to our technical report [3]. In work with Andreas
Podelski [4] we have used the framework of abstraction interpretation to formalize the precision of the C2bp algorithm for single procedure programs with no pointers. Section 4.6 reviews the soundness theorem for C2bp that we
have proved and describes our precision results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an example of applying C2bp to a pointermanipulating C procedure. Section 3 lists the challenges in
performing predicate abstraction on C programs. Section 4
describes our predicate abstraction algorithm in detail. Section 5 describes extensions and optimizations to the C2bp
tool. Section 6 presents results on applying the C2bp tool
to a variety of C programs. Section 7 reviews related work
and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Example: Invariant Detection in Pointermanipulating Programs
This section presents the application of C2bp and the Bebop model checker to a pointer-manipulating procedure.
The combination of the two tools determines program-pointspeci c invariants about the procedure, which can be used
to re ne pointer aliasing information.

2.1 C2bp
Consider the partition function of Figure 1(a). This procedure takes a pointer to a list of integers l and an integer
v and partitions the list into two lists: one containing the
cells with value greater than v (returned by the function)
and the other containing the cells with value less than or
equal to v (the original list, destructively updated).
We input the program in Figure 1(a) along with the following predicate input le to C2bp:
partition {
curr == NULL,
prev == NULL,

}

curr->val > v,
prev->val > v

The predicate input le speci es a set of four predicates,
local to the procedure partition. Figure 1(b) shows the
boolean program resulting from the abstraction of the procedure partition with respect to these predicates.1 The
boolean program declares four variables of type bool in procedure partition, each corresponding to one of the four
predicates from the predicate input le.2 The variables' initial values are unconstrained.
The boolean program is guaranteed to be an abstraction
of the C program in the following sense: any feasible execution path of the C program is a feasible execution path
of the boolean program. Of course, there may be feasible
execution paths of the boolean program that are infeasible
in the C program. Such paths can lead to imprecision in
subsequent model checking.
We now informally describe how the C2bp tool translates
each statement of the C program into a corresponding set of
statements in the boolean program. An assignment statement in the C program is translated to a set of assignments
that capture the e ect of the original assignment statement
on the input predicates. For example, the assignment statement \prev=NULL;" in the C program is translated to two
assignment statements in the boolean program. The rst,
\fprev==NULLg=true;", re ects the truth of the predicate
(prev = NULL) after the assignment. The value of the
predicate (prev ! val > v ) is unde ned after this assignment and is thus invalidated by the assignment statement
\fprev->val>vg = unknown();". The unknown function is
de ned as:
bool unknown() {
if (*) { return true; }
else { return false; }
}

The unknown function uses the control expression \*", which
non-deterministically chooses the then or the else branch,
to return either true or false.
The C2bp tool determines that the other two predicates are una ected by the assignment \prev=NULL;", so
they need not be updated. The C2bp tool uses a owinsensitive points-to analysis [12] to resolve aliases between
pointers. In this program, since none of the pointer variables
in the set f curr, prev, next, newl g has its address taken,
none of these variables can be aliased by any other expression in the procedure. As a result, C2bp resolves that the
only predicates that the assignment \prev=NULL;" a ects
are (prev = NULL) and (prev ! val > v ).
As another example, the assignment \prev=curr;" is
also abstracted to assignments to the two predicates involving prev. These predicates are assigned the values of
the corresponding predicates on curr, as expected. Finally,
C2bp determines that the assignment \newl=NULL;" cannot
a ect any of the four input predicates, so the assignment
is translated to the skip statement, the boolean program's
\no-op".
In the above examples, most of the input predicates
are updated accurately. For example, the assignment
1 The boolean program shown is not the exact output of C2bp| it
has been simpli ed to aid readability.
2 In boolean programs, variable identi ers can be regular C identiers or an arbitrary string enclosed between \f" and \g".

typedef struct cell {
int val;
struct cell* next;
} *list;
list partition(list *l, int v) {
list curr, prev, newl, nextCurr;
curr = *l;
prev = NULL;
newl = NULL;
while (curr != NULL) {
nextCurr = curr->next;
if (curr->val > v) {
if (prev != NULL) {
prev->next = nextCurr;
}
if (curr == *l) {
*l = nextCurr;
}
curr->next = newl;
L:
newl = curr;
} else {
prev = curr;
}
curr = nextCurr;
}
return newl;
}

void partition() {
bool {curr==NULL}, {prev==NULL};
bool {curr->val>v}, {prev->val>v};
{curr==NULL} = unknown();
{curr->val>v} = unknown();
{prev==NULL} = true;
{prev->val>v} = unknown();
skip;
while(*) {
assume(!{curr==NULL});
skip;
if (*) {
assume({curr->val>v});
if (*) {
assume(!{prev==NULL});
skip;
}
if (*) {
skip;
}
skip;
L:
skip;
} else {
assume(!{curr->val>v});
{prev==NULL} = {curr==NULL};
{prev->val>v} = {curr->val>v};
}
{curr==NULL} = unknown();
{curr->val>v} = unknown();
}
assume({curr==NULL});
}

(a)

// curr = *l;
// prev = NULL;
// newl = NULL;
// while(curr!=NULL)
//
// nextCurr = curr->next
// if (curr->val > v) {
//
//
if (prev != NULL) {
//
//
prev->next = nextCurr;
//
}
//
if (curr == *l) {
//
*l = nextCurr;
//
}
//
curr->next = newl;
//
newl = curr
// } else {
//
// prev = curr;
//
// }
// curr = nextCurr;

(b)

Figure 1: (a) List partition example; (b) The boolean program of the list partition example, abstracted with respect to the
set of input predicates f curr==NULL, prev==NULL, curr->val > v, prev->val > v g. The unknown function is used to
generate the value true or false non-deterministically (see body text for an explanation).
\fprev==NULLg=fcurr==NULLg;" in the boolean program
exactly represents the e ect of the assignment \prev=curr"
on the predicate (prev = NULL). However, it is possible for such exact information to be unavailable, because
some of the necessary predicates have not been input to
C2bp. In that case, we must replace exact information
with a conservative approximation. For example, the assignment \curr=nextCurr;" can a ect the two predicates
involving curr. However, because there are no predicates
about nextCurr in the predicate input le, there is no way
to deduce the correct truth value of these predicates. This
represents a worst case of sorts, as the input predicates provide absolutely no information about the appropriate truth
values for the two predicates to be updated. As a result, the
two predicates are \invalidated" using the unknown function,
as de ned above.
The C2bp tool translates conditional statements in the
C program into non-deterministic conditional statements
in the boolean program, using the control expression \*".
However, it also inserts \assume" statements to capture the
semantics of conditionals with respect to the input predicates. For example, the rst statement inside the while
loop is \assume(!fcurr==NULLg);". The assume acts as a
lter on the state space of the boolean program: in this
case, it is impossible to reach the program point after the
assume if the variable fcurr==NULLg is true. In this way, we
faithfully model the guard of the original while loop.

2.2 Bebop
The boolean program output by C2bp is input to the Bebop model checker [5], which computes the set of reachable
states for each statement of a boolean program using an
interprocedural data ow analysis algorithm in the spirit of
Sharir-Pnueli and Reps-Horwitz-Sagiv [31, 28]. A state of
a boolean program at a statement s is simply a valuation
to the boolean variables that are in scope at statement s
(in other words, a bit vector, with one bit for each variable
in scope). The set of reachable states (or invariant) of a
boolean program at s is thus a set of bit vectors (equivalently, a boolean function over the set of variables in scope
at s).
Bebop di ers from typical implementations of data ow
algorithms in two crucial ways. First, it computes over sets
of bit vectors at each statement rather than single bit vectors. This is necessary to capture correlations between variables. Second, it uses binary decision diagrams [9] (BDDs)
to implicitly represent the set of reachable states of a program, as well as the transfer functions for each statement
in a boolean program. However, Bebop uses an explicit
control- ow graph representation, as in a compiler, rather
than encoding the control- ow with BDDs, as done in most
symbolic model checkers.
For our example, Bebop outputs the following invariant
representing the reachable states at label L of the boolean

program:
(curr 6= NULL) ^ (curr ! val > v ) ^
((prev ! val  v ) _ (prev = NULL))
Because C2bp is sound, this boolean function is also an
invariant over the state of the C program at label L.
Such invariants can be used for many di erent purposes;
we give several examples in Section 6. One interesting usage of the above invariant is to re ne alias information. In
particular, the invariant implies that *prev and *curr are
never aliases at label L in the procedure partition. In other
words, variables prev and curr never point to the same
memory location at label L. This can be seen as follows:
 If (prev = NULL), then (prev 6= curr) because
(curr 6= NULL).
 If (prev 6= NULL), then since (curr ! val > v) and
(prev ! val  v ), it follows that (prev ! val 6=
curr ! val), which implies (prev 6= curr).3
This fact can be deduced automatically from the given invariant. In particular, a decision procedure can determine
that the invariant implies (prev 6= curr). In this way, we can
automatically re ne an existing alias analysis. Traditional
ow-sensitive alias analyses would not discover that *prev
and *curr are not aliases at label L, since such analyses do
not use the values of elds (such as prev->val) to eliminate
possible aliasing relationships.

2.3 Summary
We have shown how C2bp is used to compute a boolean
program that is a sound abstraction of a C program with
respect to a set of predicates E . Subsequent model checking
of the boolean program can discover strong invariants that
are expressed as boolean functions over the predicates in E .

3 The Challenges of Predicate Abstraction for C
The complexities of a programming language like C gives
rise to several technical challenges in performing predicate
abstraction:
 Pointers. There are two closely related subproblems in dealing with pointers: (1) assignments through
dereferenced pointers in the original C program, and
(2) pointers and pointer dereferences in the predicates
over which the abstraction is computed. We handle the
two cases in a uniform manner and describe how to use
points-to analysis [12] to improve the precision of our
abstraction.
 Procedures. Programs with procedures are handled
by allowing procedural abstraction in the target language [5]. In particular, boolean programs have global
variables, procedures with local variables, and call-byvalue parameter passing. Having explicit procedures
allows us to make both abstraction and analysis more
eÆcient by exploiting procedural abstraction present in
the C program. It also allows us to handle recursive and
3 Here we use the contrapositive of the rule usually applied in
uni cation-based alias analysis: (p = q) ) (p = q). That is,
(p 6= q) ) (p 6= q).







mutually recursive procedures with no additional mechanism. This di ers from most other approaches to software model checking, which inline procedure calls [10].
In the following section, we describe a modular abstraction process for procedures: each procedure can be abstracted given only the signatures of the abstractions
of its callees, and such signatures can be constructed
for each procedure in isolation.
Procedure calls. The abstraction process for procedure calls is challenging, particularly in the presence of
pointers. After a call, the caller must conservatively
update local state that may have been modi ed by the
callee. We provide a sound and precise approach to
abstracting procedure calls that takes such side-e ects
into account.
Unknown values. It is not always possible to determine the e ect of a statement in the C program on a
predicate, in terms of the input predicate set E . We
deal with such non-determinism directly in the boolean
program via the non-deterministic control expression
\*", which allows us to implicitly express a three-valued
domain for boolean variables.
Precision-eÆciency tradeo . Computing the abstract transfer function for each statement in the C
program with respect to the set E of predicates may
require the use of a theorem prover. Obtaining a precise abstract transfer function requires O(2 E ) calls to
the theorem prover, in the worst case. We have explored several optimization techniques to reduce the
number of calls made to the theorem prover. Some of
these techniques result in an equivalent boolean program, while others trade o precision for computation
speed.
j

j

4 Predicate Abstraction
This section describes the design and implementation of
in detail. Given a C program P and a set E =
f'1 ; '2 ; : : : ; 'n g of pure boolean C expressions over the
variables of P and constants of the C language, C2bp automatically constructs an abstraction of P with respect
to E [19]. This abstraction is represented as a boolean
program BP (P; E ), which is a program that has identical control structure to P but contains only boolean variables. In particular, BP (P; E ) contains n boolean variables
V = fb1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bn g, where each boolean variable bi represents the predicate 'i (1  i  n). As described in Section 4.6, BP (P; E ) is guaranteed to be an abstraction of P
in that the set of execution traces of BP (P; E ) is a superset
of the set of execution traces of P .
Our tool handles all syntactic constructs of the C language, including pointers, structures, and procedures. Its
main limitation is that it uses a logical model of memory
when analyzing C programs. That is, it models the expression p + i, where p is a pointer and i is an integer, as yielding
a pointer value that points to the object pointed to by p.
In the sequel, we assume that the C program has been
converted into a simple intermediate form in which: (1) all
intraprocedural control- ow is accomplished with if-thenelse statements and gotos; (2) all expressions are free of
side-e ects and short-circuit evaluation and do not contain
multiple dereferences of a pointer (e.g., **p); (3) a function
C2bp

call only occurs at the top-most level of an expression (for
example, \z=x+f(y);" is replaced by \t=f(y); z=x+t;").

4.1 Weakest Preconditions and Cubes
For a statement s and a predicate ', let W P (s; ') denote
the weakest liberal precondition [16, 20] of ' with respect to
statement s. W P (s; ') is de ned as the weakest predicate
whose truth before s entails the truth of ' after s terminates
(if it terminates). Let \x = e" be an assignment, where x
is a scalar variable and e is an expression of the appropriate
type. Let ' be a predicate. By de nition W P (x = e; ') is
' with all occurrences of x replaced with e, denoted '[e=x].
For example:
W P (x=x+1; x < 5) = (x + 1) < 5 = (x < 4)
The weakest precondition computation is central to the
predicate abstraction process. Suppose statement s occurs
between program points p and p . If ' is a predicate in
E with corresponding boolean variable b then it is safe to
assign b the value true in BP (P; E ) between program points
p and p if the boolean variable b corresponding to W P (s; ')
is true at program point p. However, no such variable b
may exist if W P (s; ') is not in E . For example, suppose
E = f(x < 5); (x = 2)g. We have seen that W P (x=x+1; x <
5) = (x < 4), but the predicate (x < 4) is not in E . In this
case, C2bp uses decision procedures (i.e., a theorem prover)
to strengthen the weakest precondition to an expression over
the predicates in E . In our example, we can show that
(x = 2) ) (x < 4). Therefore if (x = 2) is true before
\x=x+1;", then (x < 5) is true afterwards.
We formalize this strengthening of a predicate as follows.
A cube over V is a conjunction ci1 ^ : : : ^ cik , where each
cij 2 fbij ; :bij g for some bij 2 V . For a variable bi 2
V , let E (bi ) denote the corresponding predicate 'i , and let
E (:bi ) denote the predicate :'i . Extend E to cubes and
disjunctions of cubes in the natural way. For any predicate '
and set of boolean variables V , let FV (') denote the largest
disjunction of cubes c over V such that E (c) implies '. The
predicate E (FV (')) represents the weakest predicate over
E (V ) that implies '. In our example, E (FV (x < 4)) = (x =
2).
It will also be useful to de ne a corresponding weakening
of a predicate. De ne GV (') as :FV (:'). The predicate
E (GV (')) represents the strongest predicate over E (V ) that
is implied by '.
For each cube, the implication check involves a call to
a theorem prover implementing the required decision procedures. Our implementation of C2bp uses two theorem
provers: Simplify [15] and Vampyre [7], both Nelson-Oppen
style provers [27]. A naive computation of FV () and GV ()
requires exponentially many calls to the theorem prover in
the worst case. Section 5 describes several optimizations
that make the FV and GV computations practical.
0

0

int bar(int* q, int y) {
int l1, l2;
...
return l1;
}

bar {
y >= 0,
*q <= y,
y == l1,
y > l2
}

void foo(int* p, int x) {
int r;
if (*p <= x)
*p = x;
else
*p = *p + x;
r = bar(p, x);
...
}

foo
*p
x
r
}

{
<= 0,
== 0,
== 0

Figure 2: An example input to C2bp. On the left are two
simple C procedures (bar is not shown in its entirety). On
the right is the set of predicates to model.

0

0

4.2 Pointers and aliasing
In the presence of pointers, W P (x=e; ') is not necessarily
'[e=x]. As an example, W P (x = 3; p > 5) is not (p > 5)
because if x and p are aliases, then (p > 5) cannot be
true after the assignment to x. A similar problem occurs
when a pointer dereference is on the left-hand side of the
assignment.
To handle these problems, we adapt Morris' general axiom of assignment [25]. A location is either a variable, a

structure eld access from a location, or a dereference of a
location. Consider the computation of W P (x=e; '), where
x is a location, and let y be a location mentioned in the
predicate '. Then there are two cases to consider: either x
and y are aliases, and hence the assignment of e to x will
cause the value of y to become e; or they are not aliases,
and the assignment to x leaves y unchanged. De ne
'[x; e; y ] =

( &x = &y
( &x 6= &y

^ '[e=y])_
^ ')

Let y1 ; y2 ; : : : ; yn
W P (x=e; ') is de

be the locations mentioned in '. Then
ned to be '[x; e; y1 ][x; e; y2 ] : : : [x; e; yn ].
In the example above, we have
W P (x = 3; p > 5) =
( &x = p ^ 3 > 5) _ ( &x 6= p ^ p > 5)
In the absence of alias information, if the predicate ' has k
locations occurring in it, the weakest precondition will have
2k syntactic disjuncts, each disjunct considering a possible
alias scenario of the k locations with x. C2bp uses a pointer
analysis to improve the precision of the weakest precondition computation. If the pointer analysis says that x and
y cannot be aliased at the program point before x=e, then
we can prune the disjuncts representing a scenario where x
is aliased to y , and we can partially evaluate the disjuncts
representing a scenario where x is not aliased to y . This has
the e ect of improving the precision of the resulting boolean
program BP (P; E ) produced by C2bp. Our implementation
uses Das's points-to algorithm [12] to obtain ow-insensitive,
context-insensitive may-alias information.

4.3 Predicate Abstraction of Assignments
Consider an assignment statement \x = e;" at label ` in
P . The boolean program BP (P; E ) produced by C2bp will
contain at label ` a parallel assignment to the boolean variables in scope at `. A boolean variable bi in BP (P; E ) can
have the value true after ` if FV (W P (x = e; 'i )) holds
before `. Similarly, bi can have the value false after ` if
FV (W P (x = e; :'i )) holds before `. Note that these two
predicates cannot be simultaneously true. Finally, if neither of these predicates holds before `, then bi should be set

non-deterministically. This can happen because the predicates in E are not strong enough to provide the appropriate
information, or because the theorem prover is incomplete.
Therefore, BP (P; E ) contains the following parallel assignment at label `:
b1 ; : : : ; bn =
choose(FV (W P (x=e; '1 )); FV (W P (x=e; :'1 )));
::: ;

choose(FV (W P (x=e; 'n )); FV (W P (x=e; :'n )))

where the choose function is always part of
is de ned as follows:

BP (P; E ) and

bool choose(bool pos, bool neg) {
if (pos) { return true; }
if (neg) { return false; }
return unknown();
}

For example, consider abstracting the statement \*p=*p+x"
in procedure foo of Figure 2 with respect to the three
predicates declared to be local to foo. Let us call this
statement s. In this example, a may-alias analysis reveals
that p cannot alias x or r. The weakest precondition
W P (s; p  0) is (p + x)  0, since *p cannot alias x.
We have E (FV (p + x  0)) = (p  0) ^ (x = 0).
Similarly, W P (s; :(p  0)) is :((p + x)  0), and
E (FV (:(p + x  0))) = :(p  0) ^ (x = 0). The
weakest preconditions of s with respect to the predicates
(x = 0) and (r = 0) are the respective predicates themselves, since p cannot alias x or r. Thus, BP (P; E ) will
contain the following statement in place of the given assignment statement, where we use feg to denote the boolean
variable representing predicate e:
{*p<=0}, {x==0}, {r==0} =
choose({*p<=0} && {x==0}, !{*p<=0} && {x==0}),
choose({x==0}
, !{x==0}),
choose({r==0}
, !{r==0});

Note that the abstraction process for assignment statements is based on weakest precondition computations that
are local to each assignment and can be computed by a
purely syntactic manipulation of predicates. C2bp does not
compute compositions of weakest preconditions over paths
with complex control ow. In particular, C2bp does not require programs to be annotated with function pre- or postconditions, or with loop invariants.

4.4 Predicate Abstraction of Gotos and Conditionals
Every goto statement in the C program is simply copied to

the boolean program.
Translating conditionals is more involved. Consider some
conditional if (') f...g else f...g in program P . At the
beginning of the then branch in P , the predicate ' holds.
Therefore, at the beginning of the then branch in the corresponding conditional in BP (P; E ), the condition GV (') is
known to hold. Similarly, at the beginning of the else branch
in P , we know that :' holds, so GV (:') is known to hold at
that program point in BP (P; E ). Therefore, BP (P; E ) will
contain the following abstraction of the above conditional:

if()f
assume(GV ('))

Note that the test in the abstracted

:::

gelsef

assume(GV (:'))

g

:::

conditional is , so both paths through the conditional are
possible. Within the then and else branches, we use the
assume statement to retain the semantics of the original conditional test. The assume statement is the dual of assert:
assume(') never fails. Executions on which ' does not hold
at the point of the assume are simply ignored [16].
As an example, consider the conditional in procedure foo
of Figure 2. The abstraction of this conditional with respect
to the three predicates local to foo is:
if () f // if (*p <= x)
assume (fx == 0g =)

g
g

:::

else f
assume (fx == 0g
:::

f*p

<= 0g);

=) !f*p <= 0g);

4.5 Predicate Abstraction of Procedure Calls
We now describe how
grams.

C2bp

handles multi-procedure pro-

4.5.1 Notation
Recall that the input to C2bp is the program P and a set E
of predicates. Let GP be the global variables of the program
P . Each predicate in E is annotated as being either global
to BP (P; E ) or local to a particular procedure in BP (P; E )
(see Figure 2, in which predicates are local to bar or foo
{ there are no global predicates in this example), thereby
determining the scope of the corresponding boolean variable in BP (P; E ). A global predicate can refer only to variables in GP . Let EG denote the global predicates of E and
let VG denote the corresponding global boolean variables of
BP (P; E ).
For a procedure R, let ER denote the subset of predicates
in E that are local to R, and let VR denote the corresponding
local boolean variables of R in BP (P; E ). In the following,
we do not distinguish between a boolean variable b and its
corresponding predicate E (b) when unambiguous from the
context (that is, in the context of BP (P; E ) we always mean
b and in the context of P we always mean E (b)). Let FR
be the formal parameters of R, and let LR be the local
variables of R. Let r 2 LR [ FR be the return variable of R
(we assume, without loss of generality, that there is only one
return statement in R, and it has the form \return r").
Let vars (e) be the set of variables referenced in expression e. Let drfs (e) be the set of variables dereferenced in
expression e.

4.5.2 Determining signatures
A key feature of our approach is modularity: each procedure can be abstracted by C2bp given only the signatures
of procedures that it calls. The signature of procedure R
can be determined in isolation from the rest of the program,
given ER . C2bp operates in two passes. In the rst pass

it determines the signature of each procedure. It uses these
signatures to abstract procedure calls (along with all other
statements) in the second pass.
Let R be a procedure in P and let R be its abstraction
in BP (P; E ). The signature of procedure R is a four-tuple
(FR ; r; Ef ; Er ), where:
 FR is the set of formal parameters of R,
 r is the return variable of R,
 Ef is the set of formal parameter predicates of R , dened as fe 2 ER j vars (e) \ LR = ;g, and
 Er is the set of return predicates of R , de ned as:
0

0

0

fe 2 ER j (r 2 vars (e) ^ (vars (e) n frg \ LR = ;))_
(e 2 Ef ^ (vars (e) \ GP =
6 ;
_drfs (e) \ FR =6 ;))g:
Ef is the set of formal parameter predicates of R . This
is the subset of predicates in ER that do not refer to any local variables of R. All predicates in ER Ef will be locals of
R . Er is the set of predicates to be returned by R (boolean
programs allow procedures to have multiple return values).
Such return predicates serve two purposes. One is to provide callers with information about r, the return value of
R. The other purpose is to provide callers with information
about any global variables and call-by-reference parameters,
so that local predicates of callers can be updated precisely.
To handle the rst concern, Er contains those predicates in
ER that mention r but do not mention any (other) locals
of R in P , as callers will not know about these locals. To
handle the second concern, Er contains those predicates in
Ef that reference a global variable or dereference a formal
parameter of R.
As an example, consider procedure bar in Figure 2. In
the signature of bar, Ef is fq  y; y  0g and Er is fy =
l1; q  y g.
0

4.5.3 Handling procedure calls
Consider a call v = R(a1 ; : : : ; aj ) to procedure R at label
of some procedure S in P . The abstraction BP (P; E )
contains a call to R at label `. Let the signature of R be
(FR ; r; Ef ; Er ). For each formal parameter predicate e 2 Ef ,
C2bp computes an actual value to pass into the call. Let
`

0

e0

= e[a1 =f1 ; a2 =f2 ; : : : ; aj =fj ]

where FR = ff1 ; f2 ; : : : ; fj g. The expression e represents
the predicate e translated to the calling context. The actual
parameter computed for the formal e is
choose(FVS VG (e ); FVS VG (:e )).
We now explain how C2bp handles the return values
from the call to R . Assume Er = fe1 ; : : : ; ep g. C2bp creates p fresh local variables T = ft1 ; : : : ; tp g in procedure S
and assigns to them, in parallel, the return values of R :
0

[

0

[

0

0

0

0

t1 ; : : : ; tp

0

0

0

0

ei
0

= ei [v=r; a1 =f1 ; a2 =f2 ; : : : ; aj =fj ]

and let Er = fe1 ; : : : ; ep g.4 De ne E (ti ) = ei , for each
ti 2 T . For each e 2 Eu , the corresponding boolean variable
b 2 VS is assigned the following value:
choose(FV T (e); FV T (:e)).
For example, consider the call \bar(p,x)" in Figure 2.
Recall that in the signature of bar, the formal parameter
predicates (Ef ) are fq  y; y  0g and the return predicates (Er ) are fy = l1; q  y g. The abstraction of this call
in the boolean program is as follows:
0

0

0

0[

0

0

variable, a (possibly transitive) dereference of an actual parameter to the call, or an alias of either of these kinds of
locations. C2bp uses the pointer alias analysis to determine
a conservative over-approximation Eu to this set of predicates to update.
Let E = (ES [EG ) Eu. The predicates in E along with
the predicates in Er are used to update the predicates in
Eu . Let V  VS [ VG be the boolean variables in BP (P; E )
corresponding to E .
First C2bp translates the predicates in Er to the calling
context. In particular, for each ei 2 Er , let

= R (: : : );
0

The nal step is to update each local predicate of S whose
value may have changed as a result of the call. Any predicate in ES that mentions v must be updated. In addition,
we must update any predicate in ES that mentions a global

0

0[

prm1 = choose({*p<=0}&&{x==0}, // for formal {*q<=y}
!{*p<=0}&&{x==0});
prm2 = choose({x==0}, false); // for formal {y>=0}
t1, t2 = bar(prm1, prm2);
{*p<=0} =
{r==0} =

// t1 for {*q<=y}
// t2 for {y==l1}

choose(t1&&{x==0}, !t1&&{x==0});
choose(t2&&{x==0}, !t2&&{x==0};

4.6 Formal properties

We give two properties that relate P and BP (P; E ). The
rst property, soundness, states that B is an abstraction
of P |every feasible path in P is feasible in B as well.
Since a boolean program that allows all paths to be feasible
is sound as well, we also need to state the sense in which
B is precise. We do that via the terminology of abstract
interpretation [11].
Soundness. For any path p feasible in P , it is guaranteed
that p is feasible in BP (P; E ) as well. Further, if is the
state of the C program P after executing path p, then there
exists an execution of p in the boolean program B ending in
a state such that for every 1  i  n, 'i holds in i bi
is true in . A proof of the soundness of C2bp can be found
in [3].
Precision. The framework of abstract interpretation can
be used to specify abstractions declaratively. A boolean abstraction maps concrete states to abstract states according
to their evaluation under a nite set of predicates. A cartesian abstraction maps a set of boolean vectors to a threevalued vector obtained by ignoring dependencies between
the components of the vectors (see, for example, the work
on set-based analysis [21]). For example, the set of boolean
4 For simplicity, we assume that each formal still refers to the same
value as its corresponding actual at the end of the call. This can be
checked using a standard modi cation side-e ect analysis [24]. If a
formal cannot be proven to refer to the same value as its corresponding actual at the end of the call, then any predicates that mention
the formal must be removed from Er in the signature of R.

vectors f(0; 1); (1; 0)g is mapped by the cartesian abstraction to the three-valued vector (?; ?), where ? represents the
\don't know" value. For single procedures without pointers,
the abstraction computed by C2bp is equivalent to a composition of the boolean and cartesian abstractions [4]. We
improve precision by using disjunctive completion and focus
operations, both of which are implemented in Bebop using
BDDs [4].

program lines predicates thm. prover runtime
calls
(seconds)
oppy
6500 23
5509
98
ioctl
1250 5
500
13
openclos 544 5
132
6
srdriver 350 30
3034
93
log
236 6
98
5
Table 1: The device drivers run through C2bp.

5 Extensions
This section describes various techniques we have applied to
increase the precision and eÆciency of C2bp.

5.1 The enforce construct

E (V ) that mention a location or an alias of a location in ',
add these predicates to E , determine the set of locations
mentioned in these predicates, and iterate until reaching a
xpoint. V  V is the set of boolean variables such that
E (V ) = E .
Fourth, we try several syntactic heuristics to construct
FV (') directly from '. As a simple example, if there exists
a boolean variable b such that E (b) = ', then we return b,
without requiring any calls to the theorem prover. Fifth, we
cache all computations by the theorem prover and the alias
analysis, so that work is not repeated.
While the worst-case complexity of computing the abstraction is exponential in the number of predicates, the
above optimizations dramatically reduce the number of calls
made to the theorem prover in most examples. Moreover, the above optimizations all have the property that
they leave the resulting BP (P; E ) semantically equivalent to
the boolean program produced without these optimizations.
Some of the optimizations described rely on the existence of
the enforce data invariant for soundness.
If we are willing to sacri ce some precision, there are
other optimization opportunities. For example, we can limit
the length of cubes considered in the F computation to some
constant k, lowering the F function's complexity from exponential to O(nk ). In practice, we have found that setting k
to 3 provides the needed precision in most cases. As another
optimization, we can compute the F function only on atomic
predicates. That is, we recursively convert F ('1 ^ '2 ) to
F ('1 ) ^ F ('2 ) and F ('1 _ '2 ) to F ('1 ) _ F ('2 ). This
allows us to make use of all of the existing optimizations
of the F function described above in a ner-grained manner. Distribution of F through ^ loses no precision, while
distribution of F through _ can lose precision.
0

0

Often the predicates in E are correlated in some way. For
example, consider the predicates (x = 1) and (x = 2). The
semantics associated with these predicates forbids the predicates from being simultaneously true. However, when we
use uninterpreted boolean variables b1 and b2 for the predicates in BP (P; E ), we do not preclude an execution of the
boolean program in which both variables evaluate true in
some state. In order to rule out abstract executions containing such spurious situations, we add an enforce construct to
boolean programs: the statement enforce  in a procedure
has the e ect of putting assume  between every statement
in the procedure. This ensures that  is a data invariant
maintained throughout the procedure's execution. We compute  for each procedure R simply as FVR VG (false). For
example, given only predicates (x = 1) and (x = 2), E () is
:((x = 1) ^ (x = 2)).
[

5.2 Optimizations
The method described above for constructing abstract models of C programs is impractical without several important
optimizations. Pro ling shows that the running time of
C2bp is dominated by the cost of theorem proving, as we are
making an exponential number of calls to the prover at each
program point. Therefore, our optimization e orts have focused on cutting down the number of calls to the theorem
prover.
First, when computing FV ('), cubes are considered in
increasing order by length. If a cube c is shown to imply ',
then we know that any cube that contains c as a subset will
also imply ', is redundant with c, and can therefore be safely
pruned. In this way, the F computation actually produces
a disjunction of only the prime implicants of FV ('). If a
cube c does not imply ' but it implies :', then any cube
that contains c as a subset also will not imply ', and can
therefore be safely pruned.
Second, for every assignment statement, rather than updating the values of every boolean variable in scope, we do
not update those variables whose truth value will de nitely
not change as a result of the assignment. The truth value
of a variable b will de nitely not change as a result of an
assignment x=e if W P (x=e; E (b)) = E (b).
Third, for each computation FV ('), we perform an analysis to produce a set V  V , such that E (V ) contains all
predicates from E (V ) that can possibly be part of a cube
that implies '. Therefore, FV (') can safely be replaced by
FV ('), reducing the number of cubes to explore. This set
V is determined by a syntactic cone-of-in uence computation. Starting with an empty set E we nd predicates in
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6 Experience
We have implemented C2bp in OCaml, on top of the AST
toolkit (a modi ed version of Microsoft's C/C++ compiler
that exports an abstract syntax tree interface to clients),
the Simplify [15, 27] and Vampyre [7] theorem provers, and
Das's points-to analysis [12].
We have applied C2bp to two problem areas: (1) checking safety properties of Windows NT device drivers, in the
context of the SLAM project and the SLAM toolkit; (2)
discovering invariants regarding array bounds checking and
list-manipulating code.

6.1 The SLAM Toolkit and its Application to NT
Device Drivers
The goal of the SLAM project is to automatically check
that a program respects a set of temporal safety properties

of the interfaces it uses. Safety properties are the class of
properties that state that \something bad does not happen".
An example is requiring that a lock is never released without
rst being acquired (see [23] for a formal de nition). Given
a program and a safety property, we wish to either validate
that the code respects the property, or nd an execution
path that shows how the code violates the property.
Given a safety property to check on a C program, the
SLAM process has the following phases: (1) abstraction,
(2) model checking, and (3) predicate discovery. We have
developed the SLAM toolkit to support each of these phases:
 C2bp, which is the topic of this paper;
 Bebop, a tool for model checking boolean programs [5];
 Newton, a tool that discovers additional predicates to
re ne the boolean program, by analyzing the feasibility of paths in the C program (the subject of a future
paper).
The SLAM toolkit provides a fully automatic way of checking temporal safety properties of system software. Violations are reported by the SLAM toolkit as paths over the
program P . The toolkit never reports spurious error paths.
Instead, it detects such paths and uses them to automatically re ne the boolean program abstraction (to eliminate
these paths from consideration). Since property checking is
undecidable, the SLAM re nement algorithm may not converge. In addition, it may terminate with a \don't know"
answer due to the incompleteness of the underlying theorem
provers. However, in our experience, it usually converges in
a few iterations with a de nite answer. One reason for this
is that the properties we checked are very control-intensive,
and have relatively simple dependencies on data.
We ran the SLAM toolkit on four drivers from the Windows 2000 Driver Development Kit 5 , as well as an internally
developed oppy device driver, to check for proper usage
of locks and proper handling of interrupt request packets
(see [6] for the details of the properties checked). The device drivers in the DDK are supposed to be exemplars for
others to base their device drivers on. For the two properties
we checked, the SLAM toolkit validated these drivers (i.e.,
found no errors). For the oppy driver under development,
the SLAM toolkit found an error in how interrupt request
packets are handled.
Table 1 shows the sizes of these drivers, the number of
predicates in the predicate input le, the number of theorem
prover queries that C2bp made, and the run time for C2bp.
For all these examples (and those of the next section), Bebop ran in under 10 seconds on the boolean program output
by C2bp.

6.2 Array Bounds Checking and Heap Invariants
Table 2 shows the results of running C2bp on a set of toy
illustrative examples. The program kmp is a Knuth-MorrisPratt string matcher and qsort is an array implementation
of quicksort, both examples used by Necula [26]. The program partition is the list partition example from Figure 1,
listfind is a list search example, and reverse is an example that reverses a list twice. In most cases, the cone-ofin uence heuristics in C2bp were able to reduce the number
of theorem prover calls to a manageable number. In the
5 freely

available from http://www.microsoft.com/ddk/

program

lines predicates thm. prover
calls
kmp
75
4
286
qsort
45
2
199
partition 55
4
263
list nd
37
6
4412
reverse
73
7
26769

runtime
(seconds)
7
5
9
172
747

Table 2: The array and heap intensive programs analyzed
with C2bp.
struct node {
int mark;
struct node *next;
};
void mark(struct node *list) {
struct node *this, *tmp, *prev;
prev = 0;
this = list;
/* traverse list and mark, setting back pointers */
while( this != 0 ) {
if(this->mark==1)
break;
this->mark = 1;
tmp = prev;
prev = this;
this = this->next;
prev->next = tmp;
}
/* traverse back, resetting the pointers */
while( prev!=0 ){
tmp = this;
this = prev;
prev = prev->next;
this->next = tmp;
}
}

Figure 3: List traversal using back pointers
case of the reverse example, every pair of pointers could
potentially alias, and the cone-of-in uence heuristics could
not avoid the exponential number of calls to the theorem
prover.
In our experiments, we were able to construct useful invariants in the code by modeling only a few predicates that
occurred in the program. For example, in the array bounds
checking examples (kmp and qsort), where an array a was
indexed in a loop by a variable index, we simply had to
model the bounds index  0 and index  length(a) in order to produce the appropriate loop invariant. We found
that in most cases, the component predicates of the invariant were easy to guess by looking at the conditionals in the
programs.
The list reversal example reverse is a simpli ed version
of a mark-and-sweep garbage collector. We show the program in Figure 3. In the rst while loop, the list is traversed
in the forward direction, while maintaining back pointers to
the previous nodes. In the second loop, the pointers are reversed to get the original list. We wish to verify that the
procedure mark leaves the shape of the structure unchanged:
i.e., for every node h in the list, h ! next points to the same

node before and after the procedure mark. To check this, we
introduced auxiliary variables h and hnext into the C code.
The variable h is chosen non-deterministically to point at
any (non-null) element of the list, and hnext is initialized
with h->next. We input the following predicates to C2bp
(along with the program of Figure 3):
mark {
h == 0,
prev == h,
this == h,
this->next == hnext,
prev == this,
h->next == hnext,
hnext->next == h
}

With this choice of predicates, C2bp constructs an abstract
program which is analyzed using Bebop. Bebop shows that
at the end of the mark procedure, h ! next = hnext holds.

7 Related Work
Our work is inspired by the predicate abstraction work of
Graf and Saidi [19]. Predicate abstraction has been used in
the veri cation of cache coherence protocols [13]. However,
these e orts work at the speci cation level, on a language
with guarded commands. Doing predicate abstraction on
a general-purpose programming language is the novel aspect of our work. A method for constructing abstract models from Java programs has been developed in the Bandera
project [17]. Their tool requires the user to provide nitedomain abstractions of data types. Predicate abstraction
as implemented in C2bp is more general, as it allows the
nite partitioning of a variable's possible values and additionally allows relationships between variables to be de ned.
Another approach is to use richer type systems to model
nite-state abstractions of programs [14].
Shape analysis [30] also uses a form of predicate abstraction, where the predicate language is a rst-order logic augmented with transitive closure. In contrast, our predicates
are quanti er-free. Shape analysis requires the user to specify how each statement a ects each predicate of interest,
whereas the C2bp tool computes the abstract transition system automatically using a theorem prover.
Predicate abstraction is a general technique that can be
used to add predicate (read \path") sensitivity to program
analyses. Ammons and Larus use code duplication followed
by a traditional data ow analysis to achieve path-sensitive
results [1]. Bodik and Anik use symbolic back-substitution
(i.e., weakest preconditions) followed by value numbering to
improve the results of a subsequent three-valued data ow
analysis [8]. The combination of predicate abstraction by
C2bp and path-sensitive data ow analyses in Bebop could
be used to achieve similar results.
Prior work for generating loop invariants has used symbolic execution on the concrete semantics, augmented with
widening heuristics [32, 33]. The Houdini tool guesses
a candidate set of annotations (invariants) and uses the
ESC/Java checker to refute inconsistent annotations until
convergence [18]. In contrast, the tools C2bp and Bebop use
a combination of abstraction (from C program to boolean
program) and iterative analysis of the abstracted C program
to nd loop invariants expressible as boolean functions over
a given set of predicates.

8 Conclusions
We summarize our main contributions:
 C2bp is the rst predicate abstraction tool that works
on a general-purpose programming language.
 We have taken e orts to handle features such as procedures and pointers in a sound and precise way.
 We have explored several optimizations to reduce the
number of calls made to the theorem prover by C2bp.
 We have demonstrated the use of C2bp on programs from varying domains | device drivers, arraymanipulating programs, and pointer-manipulating programs.
Though we fully support pointers in C2bp, our predicates are quanti er-free. Stating certain properties of unbounded data structures may require a more expressive
logic. For this purpose, it would be interesting to enrich
the predicate language with dependent types and recursive
types. Among other things, the aliasing problem becomes
more complicated in this setting. For example, if T is a type
that denotes lists of even length, then the predicate (p 2 T )
is true if p points to an object of type T . Consider an assignment of the form q->next = NULL. To update (p 2 T ),
we have to consider the possibility that q can point anywhere inside the list pointed to by p.6 One way around this
diÆculty is to use linear types to encode that there are no
external pointers to the list other than p. It would also be
interesting to investigate the use of predicates expressible in
some recent pointer logics [29, 22].
We have focused on predicate abstraction of singlethreaded programs, and it would be interesting to extend
C2bp to work for multi-threaded code. Several issues need
to be resolved here. First, one needs to establish an appropriate notion of atomicity of execution. Next, while abstracting any statement one has to account for the possibility
of interference from another thread. Even if such an abstraction were possible, model checking boolean programs with
even two threads is undecidable. One possible solution is to
further abstract boolean programs to nite-state machines,
and then use traditional model checking algorithms to explore interleaving executions of the nite-state machines. A
further problem is that in certain situations, it is not possible to know the number of threads in advance. If we were
to rst abstract boolean programs to nite-state machines,
then it is possible to use parameterized model checking to
handle an arbitrary number of threads [2]. It is not clear if
these abstractions can be performed automatically.
We have chosen C as our source language for predicate
abstraction. However, our fundamental contribution is a set
of techniques to handle procedure calls and pointers during predicate abstraction. The techniques in this paper can
be adapted to construct predicate abstractions of programs
written in other imperative languages such as Java.
We plan to improve some ineÆciencies we have in the
implementation. The theorem prover is currently started
as a separate process each time it is used, which is very
ineÆcient. A more fundamental issue is that we currently
use theorem provers as black boxes. We plan to investigate if
opening up the internals of the theorem prover can improve
the eÆciency of the abstraction process.
6 We

thank Frank Pfenning for this observation.

Generating predicates for a predicate abstraction tool
like C2bp is another open research problem. We are currently building a tool called Newton in the SLAM toolkit to
generate predicates from the model checker's counterexamples, using path simulation. We are also exploring predicate
generation using value ow analysis on the program, with
respect to the properties of interest. Our current approach
seems to work as long as the properties of interest have
relatively simple dependencies on data. For data-intensive
properties, predicate generation may have to use widening
heuristics as in [32, 33].
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